
EE354  Lab 6 

EE354: Lab 6-Frequency Modulation 

Formal Report Required – Groups of Two 
 

 This lab will have you create and analyze some simple frequency modulated (FM) waveforms.  

 

Pre-Lab Theory 

 

 A frequency modulation (FM) waveform can be represented mathematically by: 
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where m(t) is the message, and  cos 2 cA f t  is the unmodulated carrier.  

 

1. For a 500 kHz cosine carrier w/amplitude 1V, a 20 kHz sinusoidal message and an FM modulator 

with peak frequency deviation f = 60 kHz, find the following: 

 

Average power of FM signal (dBm)  

FM modulation index ()  

Bandwidth (using Bessel Table, in Hz)   

Bandwidth (using Carson’s Rule, in Hz)  

 

2. Using the Bessel Function table (see back page of this lab), calculate the magnitude of the carrier 

and the first four sidebands that appear in the FM Waveform, along with their associated 

frequencies.  Record these values in the first two columns of Table 1. 

3. To fill in the third column of Table 1, normalize the sideband amplitudes by dividing each delta 

function magnitude by the magnitude of the carrier.  

4. Use the Matlab stem command to sketch both the magnitude spectrum of the FM signal and the 

normalized magnitude spectrum of the FM Signal (positive frequencies only). 

 

Recall:  Each frequency component is associated with a Bessel function Jn(), where the subscript n is 

negative for the lower sideband and n is positive for the upper sideband. J0 is associated with the 

carrier. 
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Table 1:  Theoretical FM Signal Sidebands 

 

frequency 

 (kHz) 

Magnitude 

(volts) 

Normalized 

Magnitude 

 0

magnitude

J 

 
 
 
 

 

LSB (associated with J-4)    

LSB (associated with J-3)    

LSB (associated with J-2)    

LSB (associated with J-1)    

Carrier (associated with J0)    

USB (associated with J1)    

USB (associated with J2)    

USB (associated with J3)    

USB (associated with J4)    

 

 

Include a copy of the theoretical frequency spectra of the FM signal in your report. 

 

 

Instructor Verification:_____________  
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Part 1:  Simulation 
 

1. In MATLAB, create the FM signal from the pre-lab (see the below example code).  To avoid 

excessive simulation run-times, recall that FM and PM signals are related – it is much easier and 

faster to generate a PM signal in Matlab than an FM signal.  You will need to generate a 

sufficiently long time axis to be able to resolve the upper and lower sideband frequencies. 

 
 

clear all 

close all 

 

fs = #####;            % Establish our Sampling Frequency 

fc = #####;            % Set the Carrier Frequency 
fm = #####;            % Message frequency is 20 kHz 

Beta = ##;             % FM Modulation Index 

kp = ##;               % Need to establish kp based on FM Beta 

A = 1.0;               % FM carrier amplitude 

 
delt = 1/fs; 
tstop = tstop = 200.*(1/fm); % show enough time-domain to get a good spectrum 
 

 

% *** Note: Generating a PM signal to get FM, use an already integrated m(t) 

m = sin(2*pi*fm*t);   Create the Message Signal 

 

% *** Create the resulting FM signal via PM  

sfm = A.*cos(2.*pi.*fc.*t + kp.*m);       

 

 

 

2. Create a time-domain plot of the FM signal and zoom in as necessary to see the FM modulation of 

the carrier.  Create a plot of the magnitude (aka linear units) of the frequency spectrum (positive 

frequencies only). Zoom in to clearly see the sidebands and carrier.  Use the Matlab plot to 

determine the powers and normalized powers in the FM sidebands and fill in Table 2. 

 

Include a copy of the simulated time-domain and frequency spectra of the FM signal in your 

report.
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Note:  When filling in the Normalized Magnitude column of Table 2, recall that you cannot divide 

dB values.  You must first convert to linear magnitude values and then perform the normalization. 

 

 

Table 2:  Simulated FM Signal Sidebands 

 

frequency 

 (kHz) 

Magnitude 

(volts) 

Normalized 

Magnitude 

 0

magnitude

J 

 
 
 
 

 

LSB (associated with J-4)    

LSB (associated with J-3)    

LSB (associated with J-2)    

LSB (associated with J-1)    

Carrier (associated with J0)    

USB (associated with J1)    

USB (associated with J2)    

USB (associated with J3)    

USB (associated with J4)    

 
 

 

 

 

Instructor Verification:_____________  
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Part 2: Hardware Implementation 

 

 To begin, make sure the spectrum analyzer is NOT connected to the function generator or 

Oscilloscope. 

 

1. Using the function generator, create a 500 kHz sinusoidal wave with a peak-to-peak voltage of 2V. 

Connect the output of the Signal Generator to Channel 1 of the Oscilloscope. Connect the SYNC 

output of the function generator to Channel 2 of the oscilloscope.   

 

2. Create the FM signal: 

 

a. On the function generator, push the “Mod” button, then set the following values: 

Type: FM 

Shape: Sine 

FM Freq: 20 kHz       … This is the modulating signal frequency 

Freq Dev: 60 kHz       … This is referred to as the peak frequency deviation of the system (f) 

 

Be sure to push the “Output” button so the output is enabled. 

 

What is the modulation index, ? ____________ 

 

3. Before starting, bring the oscilloscope back to the factory default settings (see previous labs for 

instructions). Connect the output of the function generator to Channel 1 of the oscilloscope.  

Configure the oscilloscope to trigger on Channel 2. 

 

4. On the Oscope, adjust the settings on the display to the point where you can see a few periods of 

the FM signal, then push the STOP button. You should see a display like the figure below, such 

that you should be able to see the frequency modulation induced in the carrier. Adjust the time 

scale/amplitude scale so you can see the minimum and maximum carrier frequencies. 

 
 

Include a copy of the measured time-domain FM signal in your report. 
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5. Measure and record/compute the following information. Use the markers to obtain readings from 

the display. Note: these are gross approximations only! 

 

Period of message, Tm 

(how long from one instance of max freq to the next)  
 

Frequency of message, fm  
 

 

Estimate of max instantaneous  

frequency of max FM signal,  fmax 
 

Estimate of min instantaneous  

frequency of FM signal,  fmin 
 

Estimate of carrier frequency, 
2

minmax ff 
  

Estimate of peak frequency deviation, 
2

minmax ff 
   

 

 

6. Now disconnect the Oscope from the function generator. Connect the function generator to the 

input of an Anritsu Spectrum Analyzer.  

 

a. Return the spectrum analyzer to the Factory Default settings (see prior labs for 

instructions).  Adjust the Start Frequency to 0.2 MHz and adjust the Stop Frequency to 0.8 

MHz. 

 

b. Change the spectrum analyzer from a log (decibel) scale to a linear plot of voltage. To 

make the peaks stand out more on the spectrum analyzer, adjust the reference voltage until 

the largest peak takes up most of the display vertically (i.e., so that the max peak goes from 

near the bottom to the top). 

 

c. Using the marker, measure the frequency and peak value of the carrier and the first 4 

frequency components that are present on both sides of the carrier. Frequencies below the 

carrier frequency form the lower sideband (LSB), and frequencies above form the upper 

sideband (USB).  

 

 

Include a copy of the measured spectrum of the FM signal in your report. 
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Table 3:  Measured FM Signal Sidebands 

 

frequency 

 (kHz) 

Magnitude 

(volts) 

Normalized 

Magnitude 

 0

magnitude

J 

 
 
 
 

 

LSB (associated with J-4)    

LSB (associated with J-3)    

LSB (associated with J-2)    

LSB (associated with J-1)    

Carrier (associated with J0)    

USB (associated with J1)    

USB (associated with J2)    

USB (associated with J3)    

USB (associated with J4)    

 

 

7. Based on the spectrum analyzer, what is the absolute (Bessel-Function based) bandwidth of this 

FM signal? ___________ 

 

8. Now increase the peak frequency deviation until the carrier disappears. At what value of 

modulation index () did the carrier disappear? ______________ 

 

9. Continue increasing the peak frequency deviation until it disappears again. What is the modulation 

index when this occurs? ________________ 
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In the table below, compare the Theoretical, Simulated, and Measured FM Spectra.  In your report, 

comment on the differences between the three.  Include a copy of this table in your report. 

 

Table 4:  Comparison of FM Spectra 

 Theoretical 

Normalized 

Magnitude 

Simulated 

Normalized 

Magnitude 

Measured 

Normalized 

Magnitude 

LSB (associated with J-4)    

LSB (associated with J-3)    

LSB (associated with J-2)    

LSB (associated with J-1)    

Carrier (associated with J0)    

USB (associated with J1)    

USB (associated with J2)    

USB (associated with J3)    

USB (associated with J4)    

 

 

In the discussion of results section of your report, comment on the following aspects of FM signals: 

 

Comparing the Theoretical, Simulated, and Measured values in Table4, how accurately does the theory 

and simulation match the measurements?  Compare the Theoretical, Simulated, and Measured FM 

spectra; how accurately does theory and simulation match reality? 

 

Compare the predicted Carson’s Rule bandwidth, the bandwidth from the simulation, and the bandwidth 

measured from the hardware. 

 

Based on your results, if you were ONLY given the spectrum analyzer display for an FM signal that has a 

sinusoidal message, is it possible determine an estimate for the modulation index, ? Describe one or 

more techniques you could use. 
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